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COSTAS DEDEGIKAS works at the intersection of technology and education
serving as Technology Director at the Stavros Niarchos Foundation New Media
Lab at Simon Fraser University in Vancouver, Canada. Current projects include
Rebooting the Greek Language - an ambitious initiative that aims to develop new
and innovative web and mobile tools for teaching and learning Greek in the
Diaspora. Costa works closely with several start-up companies on brand and
product development and has overseen the development of multiple online
learning platforms, interactive media projects, and educational and cultural
mobile applications.

THE HONORABLE ANTONIS DIMATARIS was appointed to serve as Greece’s
Deputy Minister of Expatriate Greeks by Greece’s Prime Minister, Kyriakos
Mitsotakis this past July. Minister Diamataris has served as the publisher of the
English-language weekly newspaper, The National Herald and its Greeklanguage newspaper, Ethnikos Kyrika for four decades. The Kyrika, celebrated
its 100th year of publication in 2015. Minister Diamataris was born in Lemnos and
is a graduate of Columbia University.

PETER DIAMANDIS is the Founder, Executive Chairman of the XPRIZE Foundation
and Executive Founder and Director, Singularity University. Fortune Magazine
recently named Peter Diamandis as one of the World's 50 Greatest Leaders given
the XPRIZE Foundation’s cutting-edge work in designing and operating largescale incentive competitions. Singularity University is a global learning and
innovation community using exponential technologies to tackle the world's
biggest challenges and build a better future for all. As an entrepreneur,
Diamandis has started over 20 companies in the areas of longevity, space,
venture capital, and education. He is also co-founder of BOLD Capital Partners, a
venture fund with $250M investing in exponential technologies. Diamandis is a
New York Times Bestselling author of two books: Abundance & BOLD. Peter
earned degrees in Molecular Genetics and Aerospace Engineering from MIT and
holds an M.D. from Harvard Medical School. Peter’s favorite saying is: “the best
way to predict the future is to create it yourself.”

DR. JOHN CAMP began working as a volunteer at the Athenian Agora in 1966 as
today is the Director of the Agora excavations under the auspices of the
American School of Classical Studies at Athens (ASCSA). He is the Mellon Professor
at ASCSA and the Niarchos Professor of Classics. He is one of the world’s leading
authorities on ancient Athenian life and expert on the study and meaning of
Greek inscriptions. He is also an expert on the ancient Athenian complex water
supply system. He has been profiled in in numerous documentaries including the
celebrated PBS three-part miniseries, The Greeks, and on the National
Geographic/NHS digital series, The Greek Guide to Greatness.

SEAN HEMINGWAY is the John A. and Carole O. Moran Curator in Charge of the
Department of Greek and Roman Art at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York City. Dr. Hemingway is a celebrated archeologist that has excavated
prehistoric, classical and Roman sites in Greece and Spain and currently the
metals specialist for the Palaikastro excavations in eastern Crete. He studied at
the American School of Classical Studies in Athens and excavated alongside John
Camp. He is a Fulbright Scholar and served as the MMA’s Visiting Curator at the
American Academy in Rome, at the Department of Ancient Art at Harvard
University. Sean’s specialty includes extensive scholarship and work with Greek
and Roman bronzes and he is the author of a host of scholarly works.

CLAIRE LYONS is the Getty Museum’s Curator of Antiquities and a renowned
scholar. In her new role as Curator of Antiquities she is instrumental in production
of outstanding exhibitions and scholarly research that advance the field of
antiquities. She co-curated the exhibition Antiquity & Photography: Early Views of
Ancient Mediterranean Sites, which inaugurated the changing exhibition space
at the Getty Villa. She also contributed to the award-winning catalog that
accompanied the exhibition. Dr. Lyons joined the Getty in 1985 and has held
several positions at the Getty Research Institute, where her curatorial projects
centered on the afterlife of antiquity in the visual arts and culture, and the history
of collecting. Dr. Lyons has written extensively on Greek art and archaeology,
taking a special interest in antiquities in social contexts, both ancient and
modern. She authored a study of the early cemeteries at Morgantina in Sicily,
and has co-edited volumes on Greek colonialism, and on gender and sexuality in
Greek and Roman art. In addition to her work at Morgantina, Dr. Lyons has
excavated at Murlo, Metaponto, and Corinth. She is a Research Associate of the
Cotsen Institute of Archaeology at UCLA and is a Lecturer in the Art History
Department at the University of Southern California. the New York City Police
Foundation, the Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum, CSIS and the Atlantic Council.
She also serves on the Board at the Council on Foreign Relations, on the Executive
Committee of the Trilateral Commission and the Board of the International
Republican Institute.

ALEXANDER ZAGOREOS is the Senior Advisor at Lazard Asset Management LLC
and previously was a Partner and Managing Director until 2006. Alexander served
as Managing Director of Lazard Frères & Co. LLC since 1977. Previously, he served
as Financial Analyst at Esso International and served as Deputy Chairman of
Reynolds and Co. He is a Director and former Chair of the National Audubon
Society, a member of the Board of Directors of ProBank and the Chair of the Board
of Trustees of the American School of Classical Studies at Athens.

TONY MINAS was born in Istanbul in 1926, three years after the founding of the
Turkish Republic. Trained as a tailor, Tony joined the Greek Army in the spring of
1942 at the age of 16 hoping to escape starvation, disease and discrimination,
only to end up in the middle of a revolution. An eyewitness to one of the most
closely guarded secrets of WW II—the 1944 mutiny of the Greek Army against
the British—Tony discusses his role in the rebellion, his involvement with the Jewish
underground in Palestine, how he helped bring the real story of the 1955 Istanbul
riots to the world's attention, and the harrowing game of cat-and-mouse that
forces him to flee Istanbul when he realizes he has become the target of a triple
agent spymaster who has designs of her own for the Greek tailor.

THOMAS GRASTY is a film & TV development executive (DreamWorks, HBO, VH1)
with over 20 years in the entertainment, public relations and internet
industries. Tom has worked extensively with Mr. Minas over the two years to
reconstruct the untold events of the 1944 mutiny and provide a glimpse into the
personal and historical events that motivated proud Greeks like Mr. Minas to
participate in the uprising.

JAMES DEMETRIADES is the founder of Kairos Ventures and has been a
technology industry pioneer for over three decades. Jim is frequently quoted as
an expert in entrepreneurship, especially in the tech world in InfoWorld,
Computerworld, Los Angeles Times, New York Times. He has developed
groundbreaking companies, concepts and is an inventor of a variety of software
integration technologies and architectures, EDI standards (co-founder of HL7,
the global standard for healthcare data exchange). At Kairos Ventures, Jim
developed a new style of venture capital finance that supports the creation of
companies by leveraging their know-how into viable and successful businesses.

PETE GEORGIADIS is the founder and CEO of Synetro Group, a private
investment firm focused on early stage technology ventures and revitalizing
mature manufacturing and business services companies.
A serial
entrepreneur, he has been an active investor and contributor to the success
of multiple web-based technology and business services companies,
including Insurance Noodle, Knowledge Advisors, CrossCheck Compliance,
and dScout. He has also led the turnarounds of Kalamazoo Outdoor
Gourmet, Corporate Synergies Group and Promisec. Prior to establishing
Synetro in 2000, Pete served as COO of Lante Corporation and a
management consultant at McKinsey & Company.

DR. CHAD PRODROMOS graduated from the Johns Hopkins University School of
Medicine, completed his Residency at Rush University and his Fellowship at Harvard
Medical School. Dr. Prodromos works in Chicago, IL and 3 other locations and
specializes in Orthopedic Surgery and Sports Medicine. He is the Editor of both Editions
of The Anterior Cruciate Ligament which is a leading treatise on the ACL used by
physicians worldwide and an expert on the cutting edge of stem cell, PRP and cold
laser non-invasive therapies.

STAMATIOS KRIMIGIS is a space exploration scientist that has worked with all
unmanned space exploration programs of the solar system and every planet in
the solar system. He was a student of famed scientist James Van Allen, and
Emeritus Head of the Space Department of the Applied Physics Lab at Johns
Hopkins where he served as Principal & Co-Investigator and numerous projects
including Voyager 1 and 2, Cassini-Huygens, Ulysses, GEOTAIL, Galileo, Mariner,
Messenger and the New Horizons Programs.
He was instrumental in leading NASA into a lower-cost approach to planetary
missions with the Discovery series such as the Near Earth Asteroid Rendezvous
(NEAR) mission, the Mercury Surface, Space Environment, Geochemistry, and
Ranging (MESSENGER) mission, and the New Frontiers series the first of which was
New Horizons. The range of his influence helped enable missions at APL such as
the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE), which continues to provide space
weather data; NEAR, the first in NASA's competed Discovery missions; the
Thermosphere, Ionosphere, Mesosphere, Energetics, and Dynamics (TIMED)
mission to Earth's ionosphere; the MESSENGER mission to orbit Mercury; the New
Horizons mission to Pluto and the Kuiper Belt beyond; and the Parker Solar Probe
(PSP) mission to the solar corona. Each of these missions contributes to our
fundamental understanding of the space environment, literally from the Earth
and Sun to the edge of the solar system and what lies beyond.

NICHOLAS KONDOPRIAS is Director of Strategic Development in Education for
North America at “Moptil” a Greek-based software company. Nicholas began
his career in the shipping industry and with numerous non-profit entities involved
with education. He served as Managing Director at the Epistrofi Gallery and the
Herakleidon Museum, Nicholas co-founded and manages PAN Art Connections
Inc. which focuses on the management of high profile, single-source, fine art and
interactive science collections belonging to museums. At Moptil, Nick focuses on
augmented and virtual reality applications for the classroom.

PATRICIA KARA has worked in the entertainment business for over three
decades as an actress, model, spokesperson and television personality. She
returns to primetime television on the new Deal or No Deal airing on CNBC. Her
career includes NBC’s Deal or No Deal (Primetime and Daytime editions),
America’s Got Talent, Extra, Fox Movie Channel, and People Magazine’s “100
Most Beautiful People”. Patricia has been a guest host on HSN, and has worked
with AT&T, Unilever, Johnson & Johnson, Procter & Gamble, Disney, Princess
Cruise Lines, and Toyota. Patricia is also a mentor to many young models and
actresses helping guide them towards a successful career in the entertainment
industry.

MATINA KOLOKOTRONIS serves as Chief Operation Officer of the NBA’s
Sacramento Kings. Matina is a seasoned sports, government and contract law
attorney whose leadership has been integral to the development of the award
winning Golden 1 Center as well as its adjacent, $500 million mixed-use
development project, Downtown Commons. Golden 1 Center is recognized as
the greenest and most technologically advanced arena in the world. Matina is
the NBA’s only female to hold the titles of both COO and President of Business
Operations. She has served as an Adjunct Professor of Law at McGeorge Law
School and University of the Pacific where she taught Sports Law.

ELENI LAZARES is a graduate of Ohio University where she studied Broadcast
Journalism. Eleni moved to New York City in 2013 and joined the staff of the
TODAY Show as an intern prior to launching her career at E! Entertainment. For
the past five years, Eleni has interviewed a Who’s Who of celebrities from Oprah
Winfrey, Matthew McConaughey, Matt Damon, Tom Hanks, Chrissy Teigen,
Robert De Niro, Matthew McConaughey, Salma Hayek and more. She
produces interviews for E! News and the two-hour daytime Daily Pop show and
content for E!’s Snapchat series: The Rundown.

VICKI LIVIAKIS is an Emmy Award-winning television news and entertainment
Correspondent and Anchor, Managing Editor, and Producer. Vicki knows both
sides of the camera - from working in Europe as a photographer to anchoring
the nightly news in Los Angeles and San Francisco. Vicki has produced and
hosted series and specials for Cable and Public Broadcasting. In addition to her
Emmy Awards for Best Entertainment Program and Best On-Camera
Performance, Vicki received countless honors for broadcast journalism including
Best Documentary, Best Mini-Series and for Outstanding Contributions to
Broadcasting from the American Women in Radio and TV.

MARY NORRIS began working at The New Yorker in 1978 and was a query
proofreader at the magazine for decades contributing to the magazine’s
renown high standards. She is considered a legendary copy editor and is the
author of the celebrated “The Talk of the Town” column. She also is contributor
to a host of newspapers. Ms. Norris is best known for her pieces on pencils and
punctuation. She is the author of Between You and Me: Confessions of a
Comma Queen which blends her vast experience with grammar and usage and
provides readers with practical advice. Mary’s book was named “Best Book of
the Year” by NPR, Amazon, the Wall Street Journal, Publisher’s Weekly and the
Library Journal. Her best-selling: Greek to Me: Adventures of the Comma
Queen is a tour de force and odyssey of Mary’s passion for all things Greek.

ALEXANDRA PATSAVAS Three-time Grammy® Award nominee Alexandra
Patsavas founded her own Chop Shop Music Supervision company in 1998. She
quickly earned a reputation for raising the bar in the quality of music selected for
television series and feature films. A champion of independent artists, Patsavas
has been responsible for identifying and exposing a remarkable string of original
music to mainstream audiences. In the process, she has played an influential
role in the development of many popular artists. She is the Chair Emeritus of The
Recording Academy’s charity arm, MusiCares. Patsavas has earned many
accolades over the course of her career including one of Billboard Magazines’
Power 100 executives. She was dubbed Advertising Age’s “Entertainment
Marketer of the Year” in 2006, included in The Los Angeles Times’ “West 100” (a
list of the most powerful people in Southern California), named one of Variety‘s
50 honorees for their annual “Women’s Impact Report,” included on Fast
Company’s “100 Most Creative People” list and regularly featured as one of
Billboard‘s “Top Women In Music."

FROSENE PHILLIPS is a journalist whose Frosene On The Scene column appears in
the Bay Area News Group's East Bay Times and The Mercury News. She cut her
teeth in the business in the early 70s when she went to work for her father, Perry
Phillips, who penned his Night Sounds entertainment/restaurant column for
the Oakland Tribune for 29 years. She had a front row seat to the likes of greats
including Sammy Davis Jr, Elvis, Wayne Newton, Ella Fitzgerald, The Beatles, Mel
Torme, Don Rickles, Jimmy Hendrix, Dinah Washington, The Andrew Sisters, Diana
Ross and the Supremes more. She serves as the Executive Director of The Elios
Society / Elios Charitable Foundation and Director of Operations at Gumas, an
award-winning marketing and creative agency. When not at the keyboard, she
is actively involved with her Greek community and with her band,
Mediterranean Soul.

KELLY VLAHAKIS-HANKS serves as President and CEO of Earth Friendly
Products® where she leads the strategy and production of ECOS™
environmentally friendly cleaning products. She has been internationally
recognized for her highly effective leadership and influential voice in the green
movement and in corporate social responsibility. Vlahakis-Hanks oversees four
sustainable manufacturing facilities across the U.S. and a facility in Greece! She
has implemented sustainable operating practices that have made Earth Friendly
Products (EFP) a model for green American business. Under her leadership, EFP
achieved the unprecedented “trifecta” of sustainable manufacturing: carbon
neutrality, water neutrality, and Zero Waste Platinum certification. Kelly has
been featured on CNN, ABC News, FOX News, NBC News, Bloomberg, and
MarketWatch and in the Los Angeles Times and the Orange County Register.
She has received many awards for her sustainable leadership including the
prestigious Environmental Media Association’s recent Corporate Responsibility
Award for her exemplary and trailblazing efforts and dedication to a better
planet for future generations to enjoy.

